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Abstract

We present an approach to text summarization
that is entirely rooted in the formal description
of a classification-based model of terminological
knowledge representation and reasoning. Text
summarization is considered an operator-based
transformation process by which knowledge rep-
resentation structures, as generated by the text
understander, are mapped to condensed repre-
sentation structures forming a text summary at
the representational level. The framework we
propose offers a variety of parameters on which
scalable text summarization can be based.

Introduction
From its very beginning, the development of text un-
derstanding systems has been intimately tied to the
field of knowledge representation and reasoning meth-
ods. This close relationship was justified by the ob-
servation that any adequate form of text understand-
ing not only requires grammatical knowledge about the
particular language, but also has to incorporate knowl-
edge about the domain the text deals with. Out of this
tradition a series of knowledge-based text summariza-
tion systems evolved, the methodology of which was al-
most exclusively based on the Schankian-type of Con-
ceptual Dependency (CD) representations (e.g. (Lehn-
ert 1981; Tait 1985; Alterman 1986)). The summariza-
tion operations these first-generation systems provide
use only informal heuristics to determine the salient
topics from the text representation structures for the
purpose of summarization.

A second generation of summarization systems
adapted a more mature knowledge representation ap-
proach which is based on the established methodolog-
ical framework of classification-based knowledge rep-
resentation languages. Among these systems count
SUSY (Fum, Guida, and Tasso 1985), SCISOR (Rau
1987), and TOPIC (Reimer and Hahn 1988); but even
in these frameworks no attempt was made to properly
integrate the text summarization process into the rea-
soning mechanisms of the underlying knowledge repre-
sentation language.

This is where our interest comes in. We propose here
a model of text summarization that is entirely embed-
ded in the framework of a classification-based model
of terminological reasoning. Text summarization is
considered a formally guided transformation process
on knowledge representation structures, the so-called
text knowledge base, as derived by a natural language
text parser. The transformations involved inherit the
formal rigor of the underlying knowledge representa-
tion model. Thus, our work describes a methodolog-
ically coherent, representation-theory-based approach
to text summarization that has been lacking in the lit-
erature so far. Moreover, the summarization model we
propose offers a variety of subtle parameters for scaling
the summarization process. The model we present has
been tested in TOPIC, a text summarization system
which has been applied to expository texts in the do-
main of computer equipment as well as to legal texts.
For a survey of TOPIC see (Reimer and Hahn 1988).

In the next two sections we lay down the descrip-
tion of a terminological logic which serves as the for-
mal backbone for the specification of summarization
operators on (text) knowledge bases. We then turn 
the formal model of text summarization. An extended
version of this paper is (Reimer and Hahn 1997).

A Terminological Logics Framework
We distinguish two kinds of relations: A property de-
notes a relation between individuals and string or in-
teger values, while a conceptual relationship denotes a
relation between two individuals. The concept descrip-
tion language provides constructs to formulate neces-
sary (and possibly sufficient) conditions on the prop-
erties and conceptual relationships every element of a
concept class is required to have. The syntax of this
language is given in Fig. 1, its semantics in Fig. 2.

Representing Text Knowledge
TOPIC’s text parser heavily relies on terminological
knowledge about the domain the texts deal with (Hahn
89). In the course of text analysis, the parser extends
this domain knowledge incrementally by new concept
definitions. To distinguish between prior knowledge
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(terminology) ::=
(conc-intro) ::=

(c-~pr) ::=

(prop-range) ::=
(conc-,mme) ::=

(conc-intro) * 
(cone-name) <_ (c-expr)
(and (c-expr)+) l (conc-name) 
(all-p (prop-name) (prop-range)+ ) 
(all-r (tel-name) (cone-name)+) [
(exist-v (prov-na~e)(vaZue)) 
(exist-c (rel-name) (cone-name))
(i,~tege,’-,’ange} ] (string-range)
(identifier)

Figure 1: Syntax of a Terminological Logic

e[e] C_ e[cexp,’] , if c< cexpr
e[all-pp rx... r,,)] = {x E D I Il{u ̄  O l(x, y) 4v])ll = 

^vv: ((~, v) ¯ 
=~ y ̄  (e[rl] U... U e[rn]))}

e[all-r r c~... c,)] = {x ̄  D I aU: (x, U) 4r]
^vu: ((x, u) ̄  

U ̄  (4e,] u... u 4c.]))}
4(exkt-v p v)] = {~ ̄  D I (~, 4v]) ̄  ~Eo]}

Figure 2: Semantics of a Terminological Logic

and newly acquired text knowledge we extend the ter-
minological language with the constructs specified in
Fig. 3. The operator ~T indicates a concept originat-
ing from the text analysis. Only a limited number of
constructs can be used for such a concept definition -
they correspond to the kinds of knowledge the parser
can extract from a text.

(tc-intro) ::= (cone-name) <--T
(and (cone-name) (tc-expr)+)

(tc-expr) ::= (exist-v (prop-name) (value) (flag)) 
(exist-c (tel-name) (cone-name) (flag)) 
(ccount (aweight)) 
(pcount (prop-name) (aweight) 
(rcount (rel-name) (eonc-name) (aweight) 

Figure 3: Constructs for Representing Text Knowledge

Tile text-knowledge-specific versions of the exist-v
and exist-c constructs have an additional argument
which serves as a flag that is set whenever one of
these constructs is added to a concept description
(i.e., when the associated property or relationship has
been learned). The text summarization component of
TOPIC makes use of this flag in order to determine
those facts which have been learned since a certain ref-
erence point (where all flags were set to 0).

Besides acquiring new domain knowledge from a
text, the parser performs book-keeping activities in
order to record how often a concept, a property of
a concept, or a relationship to another concept is
explicitly or implicitly mentioned in the text. For
this purpose, we provide the constructs ccount,
pcount, and rcount for concept descriptions. The

e[c] C_ e[cexpr] , if c<_T cexpr
e[(ccount i)] = D

e[(pcount prop i)] = D
e[(rcount rel c i)] = 

e[(exist-v prop v f)] = e[(exist-v prop v)]
e[(exist-c rel c f)] = e[(exist-c rel c)]

Figure 4: Semantics of the Constructs from Figure 3

ccount (pcount) construct indicates how often 
property of) a concept has been mentioned, whereas
(rcount tel cone aweight) indicates how often the re-
lationship rel to a concept cone has been referred to.
We call the numbers introduced by the count operators
activation weights. Since none of the count constructs
(and the flags) make an assertion about the meaning
of the concepts involved, they have no influence on the
concepts’ extension (cf. Fig. 4).

Text Summarization
The text summarization process examines the text
knowledge base generated by the parser to determine
certain distributions of activation weights, patterns of
property and relationship assignments to concept de-
scriptions, and particular connectivity patterns of ac-
tive concepts in the concept hierarchy. They consti-
tute the basis for the construction of thematic descrip-
tions as the result of text summarization. Only the
most significant concepts, relationships and properties
(hereafter called salient) are considered part of a topic
description. Thus, text summarization can be consid-
ered an abstraction process on (text) knowledge bases.

As in the sublanguage domain of expository texts
topic shifts occur predominantly at paragraph bound-
aries the computation of the salient concepts, relation-
ships and properties is started only at the end of a
paragraph. In this way, thematic overlaps as well as
topic breaks between adjacent paragraphs can be de-
tected and the extension of a topic be exactly delim-
ited. The summarization process yields a set of topic
descriptions, each one characterizing one or more ad-
jacent paragraphs of the text. Finally, the entire col-
lection of topic descriptions of a single text can be
generalized in terms of a hierarchical text graph, the
representation form of a text summary.

Summarization Operators

We apply various operators to text knowledge bases
to determine which concepts, properties, and relation-
ships play a dominant role in the corresponding texts
and thus should become part of their topic description.
All of these operators are grounded in the semantics of
the underlying terminological logic. Some of the oper-
ators make additional use of cut-off values which are
heuristically motivated and have been evaluated em-
pirically. As an example we give the criterion (SC4) 
determine salient concepts. It combines the reference
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or c _<T (and ... (ccount n) ...)
i~-,:,(~,,~) ~ c, £ c~v~, ___T ~w, ’_< (and... ~...)

V CI <--T (and ... c2 ...)
c = {c I c ~ c~xp,, or c ~. c~xpr is part of the

knowledge base}
AC = {c I c ~ c ̂  ccou.t(c) > 0}

Table 1: Auxiliary Predicate and Function Definitions

to the taxonomic hierarchy with a quantitative crite-
rion (see also (Lin 1995)). (SC4) marks all non-active
concepts (i.e., concepts with the activation weight 0)
as being salient which have a significant number of ac-
tive subordinates. Thus, concepts can be included in
tile topic description which have never been mentioned
explicitly in a text. (SC4) only yields the most specific
concepts, i.e., it excludes concepts for which the main
criterion is fulfilled, but which are superordinate to an-
other concept that also fulfills the criterion. To avoid
including irrelevant concepts (SC4) requires a quarter
of all subordinates (at least 3) to be active (predicates
and fimctions used are defined in Table 1):
(SC4): c is a salient concept iff

II{c’ I is-a(c’, c)} CI ACI] > 3 and

~co,,nt(c) = o A c c ca,d A -~3c’ C canal: is-a(c’, 
where

cand -- {c I ll{c’ I is-a(c’, c)} N ACII >
o.25. II{e’ l is-a(c’, c)}ll 

Paragraph-Level Topic Descriptions
The summarization operators are applied at the end of
every paragraph to the text knowledge base which re-
suits from parsing that paragraph. They yield a set of
salient concepts (denoted by (c)), salient relationships
or properties (denoted by (c : rp)), and related salient
concepts (denoted by (c : r: c’)). In the next step,
these data are combined to form a compound topic de-
scription for that paragraph. Adjacent topic descrip-
tions are combined when there is a thematic overlap,
as it is for example the case for the following two topic
descriptions:
{(Notebooster : has-part : 486SL), (Notepad)},
{(Notebooster : has-part)}.

Analyzing a text in this way yields a set of consec-
utive topic descriptions tdl,... ,ldn, each one charac-
terizing the topic of one or more adjacent paragraphs.
To every topic description tdi we associate the corre-
sponding text passage and the facts acquired from it.
We call the resulting composite structure, in which dif-
ferent media combine, a hypertext constituent.

The Text Graph

From the topic description associated with a hypertext
constituent more generic constituents can be derived
in terms of a hierarchy of topic descriptions, forming a

text graph. Its hierarchical organization yields different
levels of granularity of text summarization.

Conclusions
We have introduced an approach to text summariza-
tion which is based on an operator-based transforma-
tion process on knowledge representation structures
derived by the text understanding system. Currently,
the summarization process considers only activity and
connectivity patterns in the text knowledge base. In
the future, we plan to augment these criteria and to
exploit text coherence patterns for summarization (cf.
(ttahn 1990; Alterman 1986; Marcu 1997)).
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